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PAPER Special Issue on Machine Vision Applications
Reconstruction of Outdoor Sculptures from
Silhouettes under Approximate Circular Motion
of an Uncalibrated Hand-Held Camera∗
Kwan-Yee Kenneth WONG† and Roberto CIPOLLA††, Nonmembers
SUMMARY This paper presents a novel technique for re-
constructing an outdoor sculpture from an uncalibrated image
sequence acquired around it using a hand-held camera. The tech-
nique introduced here uses only the silhouettes of the sculpture
for both motion estimation and model reconstruction, and no cor-
ner detection nor matching is necessary. This is very important as
most sculptures are composed of smooth textureless surfaces, and
hence their silhouettes are very often the only information avail-
able from their images. Besides, as opposed to previous works,
the proposed technique does not require the camera motion to be
perfectly circular (e.g., turntable sequence). It employs an im-
age rectification step before the motion estimation step to obtain
a rough estimate of the camera motion which is only approxi-
mately circular. A refinement process is then applied to obtain
the true general motion of the camera. This allows the technique
to handle large outdoor sculptures which cannot be rotated on a
turntable, making it much more practical and flexible.
key words: silhouette, approximate circular motion, motion
estimation, model reconstruction
1. Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of reconstructing out-
door sculptures from uncalibrated views using their sil-
houettes [6]. Silhouettes (also known as profiles or out-
lines) are often a dominant image feature, and can be
extracted relatively easily and reliably from the images.
They provide rich information about both the shape
and motion of an object, and are indeed the only in-
formation available in the case of smooth textureless
surfaces (e.g., sculptures). Nonetheless, silhouettes are
projections of contour generators [2] which are view-
point dependent, and hence they do not readily provide
point correspondences for the computation of the epipo-
lar geometry [18]. As a result, structure and motion
from silhouettes has always been a challenging prob-
lem.
One possible approach to the above problem is
to make use of the point correspondences induced by
frontier points [3], [5]. A frontier point is given by the
intersection of two contour generators from two dis-
tinct viewpoints, and is thus visible in both images (see
†The author is with the Department of Computer Sc. &
Information Systems, University of Hong Kong, HK.
††The author is with the Department of Engineering,
University of Cambridge, UK.
∗This paper was presented at IAPR Workshop on Ma-
chine Vision Applications (MVA2002) [15].
Fig. 1). It lies on an epipolar plane tangent to the sur-
face, and hence it will be projected onto a point in the
silhouette which is also on an epipolar tangent [1], [11].
In previous work [9], we have exploited epipolar tan-
gents to locate point correspondences in the silhouettes,
and have developed a practical solution to the problem
of structure and motion from silhouettes in the special
case of circular motion.
frontier point
epipolar plane
epipole
epipolar tangent
camera center
contour generator
silhouette
Fig. 1 A frontier point is the intersection of two contour gen-
erators and lies on an epipolar plane tangent to the surface. It
follows that a frontier point will be projected onto a point in the
silhouette which is also on an epipolar tangent.
In this paper, we will show how an image rectifica-
tion step can be applied before the motion estimation
step to provide a rough estimate of the camera mo-
tion which is only approximately circular. An iterative
refinement process, which minimizes the reprojection
errors of the epipolar tangents [14], can then be ap-
plied to obtain the true general motion of the camera.
This allows the technique introduced here to handle
large outdoor sculptures which cannot be rotated on a
turntable, making it much more practical and flexible.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
brief review on circular motion estimation from silhou-
ettes. Section 3 first describes a simple procedure for
acquiring and rectifying an approximate circular mo-
tion sequence around an outdoor sculpture. It then
gives the algorithms for estimating the camera motion
from the rectified sequence. Section 4 shows the ex-
perimental results of reconstructing an outdoor horse
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sculpture. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Circular Motion
Consider a pinhole camera rotating about a fixed axis.
Let vx be the vanishing point corresponding to the nor-
mal direction Nx of the plane Πs that contains the axis
of rotation and the camera center, and lh be the hori-
zon which is the image of the plane Πh that contains
the trajectory of the camera center (see Fig. 2). By def-
inition, the epipoles are the projections of the camera
center and must therefore lie on lh. Besides, since Nx
is parallel to the plane Πh, it follows that vx also lies
on lh, i.e.,
vx · lh = 0. (1)
The plane Πs will be projected onto the image plane
as a line ls, which is also the image of the rotation
axis. In [17], it has been shown that there exists a pole-
polar relationship, with respect to the absolute conic,
between the vanishing point vx and the vanishing line
ls of Πs, i.e.,
ω vx = ls, (2)
where ω = K−TK−1 is the image of the absolute conic
and K is the 3× 3 camera calibration matrix.
camera
center
axis of rotation
x
lh
v
ls
Fig. 2 Under circular motion and fixed intrinsic parameters of
the camera, the image of the rotation axis ls, the horizon lh and
the vanishing point vx will be fixed throughout the sequence.
The fundamental matrix relating any pair of views in the se-
quence can be parameterized explicitly in terms of these fixed
features.
If the intrinsic parameters of the camera are as-
sumed to be fixed, due to symmetry in the configura-
tion, ls, lh and vx will be fixed throughout the image
sequence. The fundamental matrix Fij associated with
any pair of views ij in the circular motion sequence
can be parameterized explicitly in terms of these fixed
features, and is given by [4], [13]
Fij = [vx]× + (detK) tan
θij
2
(lslTh + lhl
T
s ), (3)
where θij is the rotation angle between view i and
view j. Such a parameterization greatly reduces the di-
mension of the search space for the motion estimation
problem. Given the camera calibration matrix K, a se-
quence of N images taken under circular motion can be
described by only N +2 motion parameters: 2 parame-
ters to fix ls and vx (see Eq. 2), 1 further parameter to
fix lh (see Eq. 1), and the N − 1 rotation angles. These
N + 2 parameters can be estimated by minimizing the
reprojection errors of the two outer epipolar tangents
(see Fig. 3), which are given by the geometric distances
between the epipolar tangent points and their epipolar
lines [8], i.e.,
εijk =
tTjikFijtijk√
(FTijtjik)
2
1 + (F
T
ijtjik)
2
2
, (4)
εjik =
tTjikFijtijk√
(Fijtijk)21 + (Fijtijk)22
. (5)
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Fig. 3 The motion parameters can be estimated by minimizing
the reprojection errors of epipolar tangents, which are given by
the geometric distances between the epipolar tangent points and
their epipolar lines.
The algorithm for estimating circular motion from
silhouettes is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that
the above parameterization also leads to a trivial ini-
tialization as all the parameters bear physical meaning.
Using such an algorithm, we have successfully imple-
mented an user-friendly software for building 3D mod-
els from uncalibrated turntable sequences using silhou-
ettes alone [9]. Such a software is extremely useful for
reconstructing 3D models of smooth textureless objects
that are small enough to be rotated on a turntable.
However for larger objects like outdoor sculptures, it is
not always possible to rotate the object on a turntable
so as to constrain the camera motion to be perfectly cir-
cular. As a result, modelling of outdoor sculptures is
not as straightforward as the indoor turntable sequence
case.
3. Approximate Circular Motion
For an outdoor sculpture, an approximate circular mo-
tion of the camera can be achieved by using a string, a
peg and a tripod. First, one end of the string is fixed to
the ground by the peg, and this point will serve as the
center of rotation. Next, a circular path on the ground
can then be traced out by rotating the free end of the
string about its fixed end. With the help of the tripod
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Algorithm 1 Circular motion estimation.
extract the silhouettes using cubic B-spline snakes;
initialize ls, lh and the N − 1 rotation angles;
while not converged do
for each view in the sequence do
form the fundamental matrices with the next 2 views;
locate the outer epipolar tangents in each view pair;
determine the reprojection errors of the epipolar tangents;
end for
compute the cost as
 
(reprojection errors)2;
update the N + 2 motion parameters to minimize the cost
using conjugate gradient method;
end while
form fundamental matrices from the estimated parameters;
convert fundamental matrices to essential matrices using the
camera calibration matrix;
decompose essential matrices and form projection matrices;
(optional), images can then be acquired by positioning
the camera roughly at a fixed height above the free end
of the rotating string and by pointing it towards the
sculpture (see Fig. 4).
axis of rotation
sculpture
peg
string
camera
tripod
Fig. 4 For an outdoor sculpture, an approximate circular mo-
tion of the camera can be achieved by using a string, a peg and
a tripod.
Note that since the camera center, the string and
the axis of rotation are roughly coplanar, the image of
the string in each image will provide a very good esti-
mate for the image of the rotation axis ls (see Fig. 5).
Despite the fact that the camera center roughly follows
a circular path, the orientation of the camera is, how-
ever, unconstrained and hence the image of the rotation
axis ls and the horizon lh will not be fixed throughout
the image sequence (see Fig. 6).
In order to apply the above circular motion al-
gorithm for estimating an approximate circular mo-
tion, each image in the sequence must be rectified in-
dependently to make the image of the rotation axis
ls, the horizon lh and the special vanishing point vx
fixed throughout the resulting sequence. This can be
achieved by transforming each image by a planar ho-
mography induced by two rotations. The first rotation
Fig. 5 An image sequence of an outdoor sculpture acquired
under approximate circular motion of a hand-held camera. The
image of the string in each image provides a very good estimate
for the image of the rotation axis ls.
Fig. 6 The images of the string in the outdoor sequence do not
coincide, and this implies that the image of the rotation axis is
not fixed throughout the sequence.
rotates the camera about its optical center until the ro-
tation axis of the circular motion lies on the y-z plane
of the camera coordinate system†. This leaves only
†Here we assume a right-hand coordinate system, where
the optical center is at the origin, the x-axis and the y-axis
point right and down, respectively, and the z-axis is the
viewing direction.
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1 degree of freedom in the orientation of the camera
which is a rotation about its x-axis. The second rota-
tion then fixes this degree of freedom by rotating the
camera about its x-axis such that the image of the fixed
end of the string becomes a fixed point throughout the
rectified sequence.
To compute a planar homography for rectification,
an image is first normalized by K−1 to remove the ef-
fects of the intrinsic parameters of the camera, and the
image of the rotation axis becomes lns = K
Tls. The
normalized image is then transformed by a rotation
matrix R that brings xl, a point (in homogeneous co-
ordinates) along lns which is closest to the image origin
x0 = [0 0 1]T, to x0. The axis and angle of the rotation
R are given by nr = xl×x0|xl×x0| and φr = arccos(
xl·x0
|xl||x0| ),
respectively. This transformation corresponds to rotat-
ing the camera until it points directly towards the rota-
tion axis of the circular motion [16]. The image of the
rotation axis now becomes lrs = Rlns = [cos θ sin θ 0],
which is a line passing through the image origin (i.e.,
the principal point† in the normalized image). The re-
sulting image is then rotated about the image origin
until the image of the rotation axis aligns with the y-
axis, and the transformation is given by a rotation ma-
trix Rz which is a rotation about the z-axis by an angle
−θ. This corresponds to rotating the camera about its
z-axis until the rotation axis of the circular motion lies
on its y-z plane. Finally, the image is transformed by
a rotation matrix Rx that brings xf , the image of the
fixed point of the string, to xb, which is the image of
the fixed point of the string in the first rectified im-
age. The rotation matrix Rx is a rotation about the
x-axis by an angle φx = arccos( xf ·xb|xf ||xb| ). To complete
the transformation, the camera calibration matrix is re-
applied and the overall transformation (i.e., the planar
homography) is therefore given byH =KRxRzRK−1.
After the rectification, the resulting image sequence will
then resemble a circular motion sequence, in which the
image of the rotation axis ls, the horizon lh and the
special vanishing point vx are fixed throughout the se-
quence (see Fig. 7).
The algorithm for circular motion estimation [9]
can then be applied to this rectified sequence, with the
motion parameters initialized as follows. The image of
the rotation axis is initialized to the line lf which is the
image of the string in the rectified sequence, and the
vanishing point vx is then computed using Eq. (2). A
point xh along the line lf at roughly the same height
as the camera in 3D is picked, and an initial estimate
for the horizon lh is then given by vx × xh. Finally,
the rotation angles are arbitrarily initialized. After the
optimization, which minimizes the reprojection errors
of the epipolar tangents, a rough estimate of the camera
†The principal point is the point at which the optical
axis pierces the image plane, and hence it indicates the
pointing direction of the camera.
Fig. 7 The rectified sequence resembles a circular motion se-
quence in which the image of the rotation axis ls (plotted as a
solid line), the horizon lh and the special vanishing point vx are
fixed throughout the sequence.
poses can be obtained (see Algorithm 1).
In [14], we have introduced an algorithm for regis-
tering a silhouette under arbitrary general motion with
a set of silhouettes under known or estimated motion.
Here we employ the same algorithm for iteratively refin-
ing the approximate circular motion (see Algorithm 2).
Each camera pose obtained from the circular motion es-
timation is refined in turn by minimizing the reprojec-
tion errors of the two outer epipolar tangents resulting
from pairing it with each of the other views in the se-
quence. Note that now the camera poses are no longer
constrained to a circular motion, and the motion pa-
rameters to be refined consist of both the independent
rotation (3 degrees of freedom) and translation (3 de-
grees of freedom). This refinement process is repeated
until no further improvement can be made. Finally, a
volumetric model can be reconstructed from the silhou-
ettes and the estimated motion using an octree carving
algorithm [12], and a triangulated mesh of the recon-
structed model can be extracted by the marching cubes
WONG and CIPOLLA: RECONSTRUCTION OF OUTDOOR SCULPTURES FROM SILHOUETTES
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algorithm [7], [10].
Algorithm 2 Iterative refinement of camera poses.
while improved do
for each view in the sequence do
while not converged do
form fundamental matrices with all other views;
locate the outer epipolar tangents in each view pair;
determine the reprojection errors of the epipolar tan-
gents;
compute the cost as
 
(reprojection errors)2;
update the 6 motion parameters (3 for rotation and 3
for translation) to minimize the cost using conjugate
gradient method;
end while
end for
end while
4. Experimental Results
The experimental sequence consists of 14 images of a
horse sculpture located at the First Court of Jesus Col-
lege in Cambridge, UK. The image sequence was ac-
quired using the simple setup as described in Sect. 3,
and Fig. 5 shows the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th,
13th and 14th images in the sequence. The image of
the string in each image was picked manually, and the
whole sequence was then rectified so that all the images
of the string in the rectified sequence became coincident
(see Fig. 7). The circular motion estimation algorithm
was then applied to this rectified sequence, followed
by the iterative refinement process. The final camera
configuration estimated from the rectified sequence is
shown in Fig. 8. Using the estimated motion, an oc-
tree representation of the horse was built using a space
carving algorithm (see Fig. 10) and a surface repre-
sentation was then extracted using the marching cubes
algorithm. Figure 11 shows different novel views of the
reconstructed sculpture model with texture-mapping,
and Fig. 9 shows the underlying triangulated mesh,
which demonstrates the quality of both the motion es-
timated and the model reconstructed.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel technique for reconstructing an
outdoor sculpture from an uncalibrated image sequence
is introduced. For an outdoor sculpture, an approxi-
mate circular motion of the camera around the sculp-
ture can be achieved by using a simple setup consist-
ing of a string, a peg and a tripod. The image of the
string in each image provides a very good estimate for
the image of the rotation axis, and can be exploited
for rectifying the image sequence into one resembling a
circular motion sequence in which the image of the ro-
tation axis, the horizon and the special vanishing point
13
12
14
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Fig. 8 Camera poses estimated from the rectified sequence.
Fig. 9 Triangulated mesh of the 3D model built from the sil-
houettes and the estimated motion.
are fixed throughout the sequence. This allows a rough
estimate of the camera poses to be obtained from the
rectified sequence using a circular motion estimation
algorithm [9]. An iterative refinement process [14] can
then be applied to obtain the true general motion of
the camera. The technique introduced here uses only
the silhouettes of the sculptures for both motion esti-
mation and model reconstruction, and does not require
the camera motion to be perfectly circular. This al-
lows the technique to handle large outdoor sculptures
which cannot be rotated on a turntable, making it much
more practical and flexible. Experimental results on
a real outdoor sculpture are presented, which demon-
strate the feasibility and practicality of the proposed
technique.
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